PHC Medical Staff: Unprofessional Conduct or Disruptive Behaviour Resolution Process
START

Disruptive Behaviour:
A consistent pattern of
unprofessional, uncooperative and
contentious behaviour which
creates a hostile working
environment and interferes with
the ability of others to deliver
quality patient care.

Step 2. Division
of Department Head
Involvement

~

Step 1: Informal
Conversation

~
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Step 3: Formal Resolution

*

Seek Assistance
From Division or
Department Head(s)
for Resolution
Review concerns
and steps taken to
resolve issue

Informal Conversation
Engage directly with
individual to resolve issue.
Initial feedback should be
given privately, tactfully,
and respectfully.

Disrespectful
Behaviour
Stopped?

Yes
END

No

Facilitate Resolution
1. Meet separately with individuals involved to review concern
2. Meet together to discuss and resolve issue(s)
3. Review policies and reinforce expectations of respectful conduct
4. Seek commitments to behave in a respectful manner
5. Follow up and monitor conduct to ensure commitment is being honoured
6. Document steps taken in trying to achieve a resolution

Disrespectful
Behaviour
Stopped?

Yes
END

No
Written Complaint to Appropriate
Division or Dept. Head
1. When and where the incident occurred
2. Name(s) of individual(s) involved
3. An outline of the complaint
4. Name(s) of any witnesses to the incident
5. How the incident may have impacted patient
care or the complainant’s well-being

Involve Dept. Head
Division Head upon
receiving a formal
complaint will
involve the
appropriate Dept.
Head

Dept. Head Prepares and
Distributes Documentation
1. Determination documented
in written summary
2. Copy of summary made
available to parties involved
3. Copy retained by Dept.
Head if further steps are
required
END

~

Informal Resolution
Process

*

Formal Resolution
Process

Conduct Investigation
Investigate the complaint
through interview of the
parties and witnesses and
document findings .
May be delegated to
appropriate Division
Head.

Involve VP
Medical Affairs
If Appropriate
This can occur at
any point in the
process.

Policy
Breached?

Yes

No

Dept. Head Prepares and Distributes Documentation
1. Determination documented in written summary
2. Copy of summary made available to parties involved
3. Copy retained by Dept. Head if further steps are required
4. Copy of documentation forwarded to VP Medical Affairs
5. Write to involved Medical Staff member expressing the expectation of compliance with the policy and a plan outlining the
follow-up necessary to assure compliance has been obtained. May request assistance with this from VP Medical Affairs.
6. Request the Medical Staff member to sign a copy of letter and return to Dept. Head signifying agreement with
expectation of compliance with policy and follow-up plan. Signed letter should be placed on personnel file.
END
Start of
Process

Process Step/
Meeting

Subprocess
Step

Decision

Notes:
1. At any time through this process, the member of Medical Staff may seek assistance and advice from the Medical Staff Executive Committee.
2. The involved Medical Staff member may appeal the outcome of this process to the Provincial Health Care Medical Advisory Committee (MAC).
2. If involved Medical Staff member respondent fails to comply with the follow-up plan or the requirement that professional conduct and behaviour is beyond reproach, the matter will be referred to the MAC for further action.

